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In a study of associated production by 1.1~-Bev/c negative pions incident 

on a liquid. hyclroaen bubble chamber, we lind a 4iscrepancy between the K0 and 
+ . 

K production ancl decay dynamics, i£ we use currently accepted valuea for the 

massee involved. The c!lscrepancy is most easily resolved if the mass of the 

K0 exceeds that of the K+ by about 5 Mev. 

The experiment ia aenattive to the masa values, in spite of the b.i&h 

enerate• lilv9lved, because one h workiDB clo'e to associated production threshold. 

Tb.e method follows. 

The average beam momentum "P1 and lts rms half width 6 151. are · , nc nc: 

determined from 16 selected eventa of the type 

:.. - + .. + p ..... %: +·J{ .·• (l) .. . . 

in wb.lch the K stops in the chamber, and thus baa ita momentum accurately 

determined by range. Ueiaa currently accepted maas valuee (Table I), we 

obtaiJl the result 

"P'inc = 11Z3.S * Z.4 Mev/c. 

6 V.l = 8.Z • Z M.ev/c, 
DC 

(l) 

where the error in beam mome~.tt.lm includes propasation of the (relatively emall) 
I. 
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contributions from tb.e uncertainties in the ..... , ~-, and }(+masses, aa given in 

Table I. 

For each event of the type 

• v 
v + p - A + K , (S) 

0 . 
with one or both of the A and. K c:lecayina in the chamber. the momentum of 

the incident pion ia calculated !rom the production and decay dyaamice. .This is 

done aa a routine part of the data anal yale. When 49<6 Mev is used as the K0 

:mass, the beam momenta thus obtained are systematically about l,_too low, ae 

.. + 
compared with the E It reeult in Eq. (1). Thb h the discrepancy referred 

to at the beaiiU'ling. 

The data were accord.lllpy rerun through an improved IBM proll'am 

which inc:lucles the a.clded feature that it propaaates errors in the beam momentum. 

In this program a K0 mass of 498.0 Mev was usech this was close to the value 

suaaested by the discrepancy. The discrepancy was thereby ol course very much 

reduced.. 

From the events in wb.ich both the A and K0 decay in the chamber we 

then select those with small e~rora, 6 Pine'- ZO Mev/c, on the incident pion 

momentum. It ia a simple matte1' to transform the residual dbcrepat~.cy between 

the reeulting 1$ ancl the value obtained from Eq. (1) into a deviation .of M 0 1~ K 
from 498. and propagate the errors thereon. 

There were 34 1\KO events that passed the selection criterion. From these 

events. and us ina the value M .o = 498 in the IBM program, we obtain "1~; !"11· .. ~: 1 1 l) .• h·~ ~ 
K -~. 

Pine == llZl.l * Z.3. In order to agree with the :z:• K+ l'eault (Z) the x0 ma:s-'d must 

be increased by an additional 0.8 Mev. We finally obt-.in the reawt 

M 0 • M + = 4.8 :i: 1.1 Mev, (4) 
K K 

where the error includes the uncertainties in 'Pine as determined from the 34AK0 

event a. and from the 16 :Z: K+ events. and also includes the errors in the 
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·- .. '1!;1'+ 
1r • .& • · a. • and A maeaes. We emphasize that it is the mass difference 

which is d.etermme4•·the result ln Eq. (4) would be unchanged to first order 

even U the currently accepted~+ maoa WGl"e found to be too low. 

We next turn to the question. of possible aystematie errore. The 

determ.lnatioD of beam momentum for a AK0 event depends on' measurements 
. . 0 

of the momentum ancllaboratory-ayatem prochction angle of the K • (The A 

production and decay are uaed to check the event for consistency, but are not 

useci in the actual determination of P inc. ) The K0 mom•tum in t\lrn ia 

determined almoet completely 'by angle measurements oD tb.e decay pions, ancl 

is quite insensitive to the measurement of their curvature ln the 11-kilosauaa 

. 0 + fbagnetic field. (In other worcls tl\e magnltucle anc:l erl'or of the K - .K maae 

c.U.Uerenee obtained above would have been essentially unchanged. if the magnetic 

field had been turned. oft.) ~he question then becomes one of systematic errors 

in ansle measurement&. 

The beat confirmation that anaJ.e me-.eurements are not aiplfieantly wrong 

c:omee from the work of Baagett aDd McCormick. 1 1a order to determine the 

incident plon momentum, they analyaed elastic uCp acattere in which the protoa 

stope iD the chamber. Their events ue takea from the same seri.ee of 'bubble 
. ·:-· ' 

chamber pictu.r-ea tbat contain the associated production events. The beam 

moment\lm ia eiasentially aiven by proton range and pion angle. Their result, 

lfnc = 1135 a 10 Mev/c. agrees (within the errore) with our E-K+ result. This 

aareement meua that aopea are meaaured. very well indeed; one standard 

deviation on their reeult represents a systematic eb.ift of 0.1 dearee 1ft pion angle. 

The angle errore needed to recoacUe our data with M 0 - M +y = 0 are, 
K K 

however, about 1 d.esree. 

If we weigh in the possibility of small systematic angle errors of the 

order of 0.1 degree, the rms error in Eq. (4) is increased from 1.1 to 1.14 Mev. 
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The massea used in this determination, and the pa.rtlal derivatives of 

M O with reapec:t to them, are aiven in Table I. 
K . 0 0 0 

.For a compilation aDd weighted averaae of our K mass and K and "R 

maes values obtained by other workers we re!el' to the accompanyins Letter 

by Roeenfeld, Tripp, and Solmitz. l 

Finally we remark that our K0 .. K+ mass excess has the opposite sign, 

ancl rGugbly three Umes the magnitude expected3 if (a) the K0 and K+ are 

members of th.e same multiplet, (b) tb.e mae a dUference ia purely electromagnetic, 

anct (c) the atrong interaction• are assumed to have a negligible etfect. The 

suggestion o! Pale, that the x0 and K+ may have opposite intrinsic parity, 4 

would naturally invalidate assumption (a). 

We would. 1\ke to thank 1\oger L. Douglas and George R. Kalbfleiach 

for their assistance ln aulyeing data, John Dardis and Paul Kenny for intereettna 

dbcuesions. and Luis W. Alvarez for his advice and en.eouraaement. 

This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 
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Relerencee and Footnotes 

1. Private communication• from Lee Bagsett, Jr. ancl Bruc:e H. Mc:Cormiclt, 

aad Uaiveraity of California Radiation La})oratory Report No. 830~. 

~. A.H. Roaenfeld, R.D. Tripp, and F. Solmitr;, Phye. Rev. Lett. 

_,_ 

-·-

3. S. Gaalorowics ancLA. Petermann, .Phye. R.ev. Lett.}, 457 (1958). 

4. A. Paia, Phya • .R.0v. lll, 614 (1958). -

'· 

.,This i!> t '<C; ;::ccCO·ll. a:i ric; l;:;tt,: ,'" 
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Table I 

0 + Mama values and their derivatives used in computina K - K mass difference 

.. 
11' A 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Mass, M 

c.Mrrns 

•tM .0/a M 
-~: K . 

139.63 

0.06 

-0.03 

1196.§0 

o.so 
0.73 

494.00 

0.2() 

1.06 

lllS.ZO 

0.14 

-0.54 

Note:· The first two· lines in Table I c<m.tain mas& values and their rnu error.-, 

- . . . . 0 0,. ·t ... + .· \ . in Mev, used in our determinat:a.on of the K~w·l\.i.-i<m&ss.<e~ess; · .. , ;: ,:•, .,, ;:~;-b. 

They correspond to 'table l of M. OeU-Mann aDd A. H. Rosenfel4, Annual Review 
' 

. of Nuclear Science'j.~;h9S7). The last line gives partial derivatives of 0\ll' KP . \ 
. - ., I 

l 

mae a value wi~ respect to the other assumed masses • in Mev per Mev. The\ 

smallaeaa of ,the dependence, -0.03, on the -.r· maas reflects the fact that the 
- . . 0 + 

w masa •'cancels" to flrat order iD the K - K mass difference. The nearly 
. . . . 

1:1 (1.06) dependence on the K-. mass reflects the fact that to first order our 
\', 

K0 -K+ maae exceea ia independent of the value assigned to the K+ mass. The \. 
"x:· 

contribution to the error in M. 0 - M + that ai'ilee from ~rrore in the masses 
· K K 

Usted in this table ie Obtained by tn\lltiplying the ~nd and Srd rowe of the table 

to a ether, with· the· usual squaring and aclc:li~l of teJ'ms. 

'· 

\ -.;; 

.. 




